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Release 2016.0.8 

Bug fixes 

 Numeric values are now correctly transferred to Excel when the 
typographic apostrophe is used as thousands separator. (26.04.2018) 

Release 2016.0.7 

Bug fixes 

 Fixed an error during the initialization of an interactive chart. (23.10.2017) 

 When updating data no longer new unnecessary identifiers will be 

generated. (04.08.2017) 

 The circumflex character is now being stored correctly as a delimiter. 
(21.07.2017) 

Release 2016.0.6 

Improvements 

 Implemented some minor improvements for interactive charts. 
(11.07.2016) 

 The InfoZoom Desktop main window is now being displayed on the screen 
it was closed before. (06.06.2017) 

 Attributes of type link are now being computed more efficiently. 

(30.05.2017) 

 Summaries of type count are now being computed more efficiently. 
(30.05.2017) 

 Calculation of derived attributes is now performed faster in some special 

cases. (31.03.2017) 

Bug fixes 

 Working with the queries list while displaying two tables side by side no 

longer causes a critical error on Windows 10 systems. (07.03.2017) 

 When creating a table section is solely based on a mulitple values attribute 
a new key attribute is created automatically. Thus there won’t be displayed 

any chinese symbols in column headers any longer. (13.02.2017) 

 The current restriction of a table is now refreshed correctly in internal 
reports. (14.12.2016) 

Release 2016.0.5 

Improvements 

 Search and Replace consumes significantly less memory. 
(22.11.2016) 

Bug fixes 
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 The Link and Join dialog displays a horizontal scrollbar in case names of 
tables are very long. This makes identifying tables much easier. 
(20.06.2016) 

 Bounds of restricted numeric value ranges are recalculated regularly since 

the format of an attribute may change at any time. 
(20.06.2016) 

 Invocation of the Excel wizard no longer causes an error in versions 
InfoZoom Desktop Enterprise 64-Bit, InfoZoom Desktop OEM 64-Bit and 

InfoZoom Desktop OEM Protected 64-Bit. 
(18.08.2016) 

 Imports of queries containing interactive charts no longer cause an error in 
InfoZoom Desktop 64-Bit versions. 

(22.08.2016) 

 Interactive charts no longer freeze on zooming into value ranges. 

(25.10.2016) 

 Usage of the Excel wizard within planned Windows tasks no longer causes 

an error. 
(17.11.2016) 

Release 2016.0.4 

Bug fixes 

 Redefining an attribute no longer causes an exception. 
(24.03.2016) 

 The progress bar no longer decreases if multiple cores of the cpu are used 

to perform a calculation. 
(07.04.2016) 

 The sort order of classification attributes and case differentiation attributes 
is being preserved when using the „Save objects as“ function. 
(12.04.2016) 

 Added missing localized resources. 

(20.04.2016) 

 Fixed incorrect localized resources. 

(21.04.2016) 

 It is now possible to create .xlsx files with more than 65,535 rows or more 

than 255 columns when using the internal reporting engine via batch 
scripts. 

(25.05.2016) 

 Updated the Bundesliga sample table. 

(27.05.2016) 

 „Search and Replace“ now works for $ symbols again. 
(31.05.2016) 

 The internal reporting engine no longer causes buffer overflows if big 
numbers are used. 

(01.06.2016) 

 The automatic determination of attribute formats no longer causes an 

exception if a value solely consists of dots („.“). 
(10.06.2016) 
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Release 2016.0.2 

Improvements  

 A critical error no longer occurs in very large tables when attribute values 
are recalculated while the corresponding value list is open. 

(15.01.2016) 

 The .NET Framework 4.0 is now installed correctly if not already present 
on the computer. 
(08.02.2016) 

 The Visual C++ 2012 runtime components are no longer reinstalled if 
already present on the computer. 

(08.02.2016) 

 Find and Replace actions on a key attribute no longer invalidate the key. 
(09.02.2016) 

 Overflow no longer occurs for large values in interactive charts. 
(18.02.2016) 

 Changing an attribute format from numeric to string now automatically 
changes a related interactive chart to a frequency chart. 

(18.02.2016) 

 Changing an attribute format now automatically changes the axis labels in 

an interactive chart. 
(18.02.2016) 

 The metadata table for an InfoZoom table now shows up to 9,999 
characters in the Details attribute. 

(02.03.2016) 

Release 2016.0.1 

Improvements 

 InfoZoom Desktop 2016 released. 

 (14.01.2016) 


